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Writing A Ucas Personal Statement In Seven Easy
Steps A Really Useful Guide To Creating A Successful
Personal Statement
Written by the experts at PersonalStatementChecker.com, this is the definitive guide to
UCAS applications and personal statements for anyone applying to university. It covers
the realistic challenges faced by applicants and breaks these down into easy-to-follow
steps. PersonalStatementChecker.com’s online customers regularly get into their firstchoice universities, and How to Write Your UCAS Personal Statement and Get into
University: The Ultimate Guide contains a tried-and-tested, high-quality personal
statement walkthrough based on their twenty-five years of combined experience. You
will not find such detailed UCAS personal statement advice in any other publication.
Amongst many other topics, you’ll learn how to make your personal statement stand
out from the crowd, how to write an impressive introduction and conclusion, and how to
sell yourself in the best possible light. The final section of How to Write Your UCAS
Personal Statement and Get into University: The Ultimate Guide includes dedicated
chapters for each of the most popular and competitive subject areas including
medicine, dentistry, nursing, law, economics, business, psychology, and many more.
Each chapter covers how to write your personal statement and what admissions tutors
are looking for in interviews and in your application overall. This guide is indispensable
for all schools, colleges, and individual applicants. If you want to know what admissions
tutors are really looking for in your application, read this book today. Get into your
dream university and secure your future today with PersonalStatementChecker.com.
Where Rory Crean's How to Exceed Your Expectations in the Leaving Cert is different
from other study guides is that its ideas have been tested and refined through the eyes
of someone who sat his exams just one year ago. Rory got straight As. In How to
Exceed Your Expectations in the Leaving Cert Rory shares his detailed, structured and
fail-safe blueprint to help students at every level get through that final crucial year of
school. He does not come up with a rigid formula but instead a detailed set of
guidelines that will allow each student to develop his or her customized approach.
There is no getting away from it: the leaving cert is a challenge. But by adopting Rory
Crean's strategies, students will be rewarded with peace of mind, exam results that will
exceed their current expectations, and self-management techniques that will be
invaluable for the rest of their lives.
To the unsuspecting, wearing a stethoscope could not be more easy. You pick it up,
place it around your neck and...hey presto...you look like you know what you are doing
and people think you are a doctor...This is the no-nonsense guide to the reality of
medical student life. Everything you need to know is here. What are my chances of
delivering a baby? How many questions should I ask? How do I insert a nasogastric
tube without the patient knowing it's my first time? Where will I live when I'm on clinical
rounds? Why can't I wear trainers? Will patients like me? What is a patient's 'pack year'
history? How do I break bad news? How can I get more sleep? And much, much more.
With competition to get into Oxbridge now so fierce, this book goes beyond standard
application technique to focus on long-term development of intellectual potential
including insight into the power of positive decision-making; how to practise
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independent and critical thinking skills; and how you can develop extra-curricular
knowledge in genuine and impressive ways to stand out from the crowd. The book
includes practical and insider knowledge that can't be found elsewhere - like how to
strategically choose your college to boost your chances of admission, and how to
interpret and respond to interview questions in a way that demonstrates your
intellectual curiosity and academic potential. You'll find sample personal statements;
examples of interview questions for all subjects; practical advice on fees and funding;
and how to manage parents and peers. There is also a chapter dedicated to
International Students.
This fully revised and updated second edition provides an indispensible guide to all
those preparing to sit the National Admissions Test for Law (LNAT). Mastering the
LNAT provides comprehensive guidance on both the multiple choice section and essay
section of the test, as well as analysis of previous test results, details of the procedure
for sitting the test and how the results are calculated and used. The book also includes
five practice tests for students to work through, along with complete sets of answers
and explanations and a range of sample essays and essay plans. Presented in an
accessible and easy to understand format, Shepherd offers a practical, hands-on
insight into what universities are looking for from candidates. It includes; an introduction
to the test and the part it plays in the overall application process; guidance on preparing
for the LNAT and an explanation of the ways that you can improve your approach to the
test; a guide to approaching MCQs (including an analysis of different types of possible
questions and techniques for verifying answers); a guide to approaching essay
questions; five sample test papers; answers and explanations for all MCQs; sample
essays and essay plans. Mastering the LNAT is essential reading for those students
wanting to give themselves the best possible chance of securing a place at the
University of their Choice.
Personal StatementsIris PublicationsThe Ultimate UCAS Personal Statement Guide100
Successful Statements, Expert Advice, Every Statement Analysed, All Major Subjects
UniAdmissionsUniadmissions
Shows students how to make their writing effective and grammatically correct.
Organised into mini units and easy to read, it deals with everyday tasks and problems.
This second edition adds further guidance on common questions raised by students, for
example 'When does one use italics and/or underlining?'
Make sure your application stands out from the crowd with help from Getting into Art &
Design Courses. From completing your application and putting together a portfolio to
acing the interview and sorting out fees, Getting into Art & Design Courses cover
everything students need to know if they are thinking about applying for a foundation or
undergraduate degree courses in art and design, and for students thinking about
architecture. Getting into Art & Design Courses offers practical advice and tips to key
application questions: * Which course should I take? * Where should I apply to study? *
What should I include in my portfolio? * How do I prepare for the interview? * What
funding is available? Make sure you give yourself the best possible chance of securing
the course of your choice. MPW Guides explain the process for getting into higher
education. Other titles in the series: Getting into Oxford and Cambridge 2017 Entry,
Getting into Medical School 2017 Entry, Getting into Psychology and many more.

Becoming a nurse is a life-changing process and making the decision to study
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nursing at university is the first step. This short guide will help you decide
whether it is the right move for you, give you an idea of which field of nursing
might suit you best and provide useful tips for making a successful application.
Outlining the academic and clinical support that students can expect during their
study, the stresses that they may face, how placements work and the role of the
NMC for student nurses, this book includes a wide range of testimonials from
nursing students as well as practising nurses. Most importantly, it shows what is
unique about each of the different fields, which include children’s nursing, adult
nursing, mental health nursing, learning disability and defence nursing. It also
looks at what all of these areas have in common – what makes nursing nursing
and what makes nursing special. With a final section looking to the future, with
tips for getting your first job and highlighting nursing opportunities around the
globe, this is the must-have, no-nonsense career advice book for all those
considering nursing as a career option or waiting to start their nursing course or
indeed for those nurses who are wishing to return to the nursing profession.
This collection explores the relationship between new equality regimes and
continued societal inequalities, exploring change, ambivalence and resistance
specifically in relation to compulsory and post-compulsory education, seeking to
more fully situate the educational journeys and experiences of staff and students.
• Is Uni right for you – and which subject and Uni would suit you best? • What do
Unis look for - and how can you impress them in your application? • And how do
students survive at Uni? How do they end up where they should be, fed and
watered, with money in their pockets? You2Uni is the ideal book for those
thinking about going to university after school or MA26. Through illustrations of
student life and practical activities and discussion points, You2Uni helps you to
make informed decisions about what is right for you, improve your academic
skills, and develop skills for independent everyday life. It covers every aspect of
transition to university life, from choosing a subject to managing your money, and
from writing essays to looking after yourself.
Written by experts in communication and medical recruitment, this book explains
what medical school admissions tutors are really looking for and how to get
yourself noticed by writing a powerful and memorable personal statement.
Declaration Upon publication, I hereby pledge to donate 10% of the earnings
from each book to a charity supporting education access for underprivileged
students. In essence, with every purchase, you'll be making a positive difference
to someone's opportunity to receive education. Please do not hesitate to send
me a message on LinkedIn (Bianca Khor) if you have any recommendations on a
suitable charity organisation to support. About the Book Who says writing a
personal statement must be stressful? Everyone definitely has a story to tell whether it is about how they first developed an interest in science, what has
continued to fuel their excitement for this subject, or what inspired them to read a
STEM degree. I, essentially, would like to help you convey that passion in your
personal statement. In this book, you'll be introduced to various tips and tricks
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which can help you stand out as an applicant within 4,000 characters. The whole
idea is to show you how simple (and fun!) the writing process can be. What This
Book Covers How to Write a Winning UCAS Personal Statement for STEM
Subjects offers an easy step-by-step guide to help you persuade the admissions
tutors that you are a perfect match for the university's STEM-related course. By
the end of this book, you should hopefully have developed an idea on how to:
Make an unforgettable entrance to your personal statement Structure your
personal statement in a clear and coherent manner Make your content stand out
further End your personal statement on a high note But wait, there's more! Each
chapter of this book is loaded with examples of personal statements written by
successful students as part of their application to top Russell Group universities,
such as the University of Oxford, Imperial College London, University College
London, and the University of Edinburgh. Meanwhile, to not provide any more
spoilers - if you enjoy reading comics, you're in for a good treat! About the Author
Bianca Khor holds a Bachelor of Science (Honours) in Biochemistry from Imperial
College London. Prior to entering university, she grew up in Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia and completed her A Levels in Kolej Tuanku Ja'afar, where she was
awarded the Overall Academic Excellence Book Prize within her cohort. She is
now a writer and is passionate about travelling, stories, and finding ways to give
back to the community.
As the competition for medical school places continues to increase it is more
important than ever that you are familiar with what the admissions tutors will be
looking for at every stage of the process.Succeeding in Your Medical School
Application aims to help school leavers, graduates and mature applicants make
their medical school personal statement both compelling and convincing reading.
This collection focuses on employer engagement in education, how it is delivered
and the differentiated impact it has on young people in their progression through
schooling and higher education into the labour market. The focus is not narrowly
on vocational or technical education or work-related learning, but on how
employer engagement (eg, work experience, internships, careers education,
workplace visits, mentoring, enterprise education etc) influences the experiences
and outcomes of the broad range of young people across mainstream academic
learning programmes. The essays explore the different ways in which education
can support or constrain social mobility and, in particular, how employer
engagement in education can have significant impact upon social mobility – both
positive and negative. Leading international contributors examine issues
surrounding employer engagement and social mobility: conceptualisations of
employer engagement; trends in social mobility; employer engagement and
social class; access and management of work experience; social capital and
aspiration; access to employment. The book makes employer engagement an
innovative focus in relation to the well established fields of social mobility and
school to work transition. By examining what difference employer engagement
makes, the essays raise questions about conventional models and show how
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research drawing on different fields and disciplines can be brought together to
provide a more coherent and convincing account. Building on new theorisations
and combining existing and new data, the collection offers a systematic
exploration of the influence of socio-economic status on school-to-work
transitions, and addresses how educational policy can shape more efficient
labour market outcomes. In doing so, it draws on, and speaks to, existing
literature which has considered such questions from the perspectives of gender,
ethnicity and social disadvantage.
Engineering opens up a vast range of career options and stable employment
prospects. As a result, it is becoming an increasingly popular degree choice
among students. Now in its fourth edition, this guide offers detailed advice and upto-date information on what you need to do to secure a place on the course of
your choice and what career paths are on offer when you finish your degree.
Featuring first-hand case studies from current students and insider advice from
admissions tutors, this guide will lead you through every step of the process,
offering practical guidance on: Choosing the right engineering course for you
Writing a winning personal statement Securing valuable work experience How to
shine at interview Career options available to you at the end of your course.
Founded in 1973, MPW, a group of independent sixth-form colleges, has one of
the highest number of university placements each year of any independent
school in the UK and has developed considerable expertise in the field of
applications strategy.
Competition to study English Literature at university is now tougher than ever
before. How can you make sure your application stands out? What is expected of
you at university? How will you adapt to the changes in teaching, learning and
lifestyle? The world of English Literature is an unfamiliar yet exciting one, and
clear guidance on how to cope with the demands of university-level study is
essential if you want to succeed. Andrew Green takes you from the A
level/school/MA26 classroom to the university lecture theatre, covering
everything from: • deciding which university and course is right for you • making
initial applications • tackling Summer reading lists to the skills needed for
studying at degree level: • preparing for lectures, seminars and tutorials •
interpreting reading lists and developing your reading skills • applying literary
theory • becoming a better writer • referencing an essay and avoiding plagiarism
• researching online. Whether you are just thinking about taking English
Literature to degree level, or needing help through your university course,
Starting an English Literature Degree is the must-have companion.
Offers tips on writing an essay for admission to graduate school, provides an
explanation of the admissions process, gives advice on securing letters of
recommendation, and features resources for locating scholarships.
Study Skills for Foundation Degrees is a much needed resource for anyone
thinking about or currently studying at foundation degree level. If you are unsure
whether you have the academic skills to handle it, this book will prepare and
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guide you, in a clear accessible way, through the broad range of study-related
issues you may encounter. By helping you to develop a broad range of study
skills essential for success on any foundation degree course, you will soon have
the confidence to rise to any challenge that comes your way. This new edition
has been fully updated and features new chapters on effective academic writing
for other types of assignments such as reports, project work, diary entries,
seminar papers and reviews and e-learning. Highly accessible with a wide range
of activities and useful tips to help you through the course of your studies, this
new edition covers all the essential skills you will need including: • How to take
good notes and read effectively • Developing successful academic writing •
Research skills • E-learning • Producing a professional development portfolio •
Presentation techniques • Referencing and avoiding plagiarism Also offering help
with managing your time, boosting your morale and keeping motivated, this
essential text will be an invaluable resource for Foundation Degree students that
want to get the most out of their course as well as mature students and those
with limited or no experience of academic study.
Clinical Psychology is a very popular and competitive career path for psychology
students. This practical and accessible guide contains all the information and
advice required by those considering pursuing a career in the field. How to
Become a Clinical Psychologist provides a clear overview of a career in clinical
psychology, with chapters examining areas such as the educational and work
experience requirements for selection, the doctoral training programmes and the
personal qualities and attributes necessary for the profession. The training
process is described and the wide range of career options post-qualification are
outlined, supported with testimonials and first-hand accounts from clinical
psychologists, current trainees and those aspiring to this career. Practical advice
and examples are given throughout the guide and a wide range of real-life
examples bring the realities of this challenging yet rewarding career to life.
Written by established clinical psychologists who have extensive clinical
experience in the NHS and in the selection and training of doctoral trainees, this
book provides valuable information on the educational, vocational and personal
requirements for the career. The perfect guide for anyone interested in clinical
psychology, How to Become a Clinical Psychologist is an indispensable resource
for A-Level students, undergraduates considering the discipline and anyone
considering a career in this popular and fascinating profession. This book is one
of seven in the "How to Become a Practitioner Psychologist" series, each
covering a different psychology career. The other titles in the series can be found
here: http://www.routledgetextbooks.com/textbooks/howtopsy/
An essential book for anyone contemplating a career as an occupational
therapist, whether in the statutory or non-statutory services or internationally.
The personal statement is a pivotal part of your UCAS application and the section
that applicants agonise over the most. Admissions tutors will see hundreds of
personal statements for one course alone, so how can you make yours stand out
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from the crowd? Uniquely written in direct collaboration with universities, this
bestselling guide provides current and accurate insider information on what
admissions tutors are really looking for. Helping you to make informed choices
and positive applications, it is packed full of vital tips on: How to tailor the perfect
personal statement for your chosen course, with a collection of subject-specific
chapters The best way to showcase your skills Which classic mistakes you
MUST avoid What an ideal personal statement looks like - and how to write one
Fully updated to reflect the latest admissions procedures, this is a must-read for
anyone wanting to write a winning UCAS personal statement and land a place on
their dream course.
What Next After School? has established itself as a key guide for helping
students to understand the many options available to them as they approach the
end of their school years, including education options (academic as well as
vocational training), gap years, the world of work, and practical issues such as
finances, debts and insurance. This new 10th edition also includes case studies
illustrating how other students have adapted to life after school, as well as
detailed information on making the most of the decisions facing all school
leavers.
The personal statement can be the most challenging section on the UCAS
application form. This title will guide applicants through the process of putting
together a great personal statement, that sensibly conveys their skills and that
will help them to win a place at the university of their choice.
How to Write a Personal Statement will revolutionise the way you think about your university
application. Written in collaboration with teachers, private tutors, and Cambridge University
admissions staff, this book provides the ultimate guide to mastering your university personal
statement. Our simple yet highly effective personal statement template, the 'five step formula',
will ensure you achieve your highest potential in your UCAS application. Whilst this book
concentrates on the UCAS personal statement and UK university applications, the formula will
be equally as effective when applying for most US and other international universities.
Personal Statement Examples The most unique aspect of this book is the way in which it
presents real personal statement examples. The example personal statements presented here
allowed the students that wrote them to achieve offers from some of the world's best
universities, including Cambridge, UCL, and LSE. However, this does not simply present
example statements, but it critically analyses them, showing exactly what each student did
well, and what each student failed to do. Through the combination of personal statement
structure and real student examples, we believe this book offers a quick and easy guide to
personal statement writing. Personal Statement Template The '5 Step Formula' template in this
book is based around the 5 paragraphs every personal statement should have in order to be
successful. Each of these paragraphs is covered in a different chapter of the book, with
chapter 9 offering a summary of the '5 Step Formula' to ensure you are using the best personal
statement structure. About the Author Jonty Purvis is a Cambridge University graduate,
bestselling education author, and full-time private tutor. After working with students for many
years, he established a very simple personal statement structure that saw his students achieve
offers from top universities every single time. He then collaborated with teachers and
admissions tutors from Cambridge to publish this book, aiming to provide students with the
best UCAS personal statement template on the market. This book covers the following
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personal statement tips: How to start a personal statement How to structure a personal
statement Personal statement conclusions How to write a personal statement for masters
Medicine personal statement template Medicine personal statement examples Geography
personal statement examples Economics personal statement examples UCAS personal
statement advice And much more! If you are interested in quickly learning how to write an
expert personal statement, then purchase this book now! If you are looking for more
information on personal statement templates or want more personal statement examples, then
visit this website: https://revisionhive.com/
Ever wondered what it's like to study at Oxford University? Former student and famous blogger
Tilly Rose, a.k.a. 'that Oxford girl', gives you all the insider tips on what to expect at one of the
world's top universities. Follow Tilly as she steers you through everything - from applying to
Oxford, choosing a college, and preparing for interviews, to college life, the different societies
and student events on offer, and coping with study commitments. This is a fun and accessible
guide, packed full of quirky illustrations and beautiful photographs of the colleges and the city
itself, giving you a truly unique insight into what it's really like to be a student at Oxford
University.
This friendly and accessible workbook takes you through a series of activities that will help you
to gather information about your self and condense it into the format required to complete your
UCAS personal statement for university. You will use a seven step process that will build your
confidence and help you create a compelling personal statement. Reading the book is like
being in a coaching session with the author; the tone is light and supportive, and you will be
carried along through specific exercises that culminate in the completion of a really effective
Personal Statement. * Collect it - identify your positive traits, skills, abilities and
accomplishments and feel confident about promoting yourself on paper. * Expand it - create a
'degree specification profile' to see what the departments are looking for with respect to the
courses that interest you. * Prove it - evidence of your skills by listing examples from your life,
inside and outside education. Think about what you are offering in terms of strengths and what
needs further development. * Draft it - note down your findings so far and start thinking about
how to structure them. * Build it - begin building the structure of your statement and formulate
your sentences. * Review it - read hints about structure, spelling, grammar, punctuation and
formatting, plus guidance on receiving feedback. * Submit it - a last chance for reflection, rejigging, and refining; and for reassurance before you submit your statement!
Updated annually to include all the vital details of the latest admissions procedures, Getting
into Oxford & Cambridge tells you everything you need to know to get onto the course of your
choice. With invaluable information and step-by-step guidance, the book will lead you through
every step of the process.
Expert guidance and essential practice questions to help you succeed when taking both the
UKCAT and BMAT.
This book is available as open access through the Bloomsbury Open Access programme and
is available on www.bloomsburycollections.com. Who gets into elite universities, how and
why? What are places like Harvard in the United States or Cambridge in England looking for
when they admit undergraduate students? What qualities do selectors value and how do they
decide between many applicants with often stellar attainment records? And, are we all better
off because of who these elite universities admit? Meritocracy and the University provides an
insight into the world of university admissions. Based on interviews with professional
admissions staff and academic faculty members who select students, the book explains what
selectors value and how they make decisions. By shining a light on the world of university
admissions in England and in the United States, readers are invited to reflect on the similarities
and differences in who selects and how selection is done, the purpose and mission of
universities, and the challenges universities face in building fair admissions processes when
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earlier opportunities to shine in education are unequally distributed.
Co-published with the Nursing Standard, this fun and friendly guide to being a student nurse is
written BY student nurses FOR student nurses. The book offers invaluable peer to peer advice
on the key challenges of the pre-registration nursing cause, based on real experiences and
with commentary from two experienced nurses.
Writing an amazing college admission essay is easier than you think! So you're a high school
senior given the task of writing a 650-word personal statement for your college application. Do
you tell the story of your life, or a story from your life? Do you choose a single moment? If so,
which one? The options seem endless. Lucky for you, they're not. College counselor Ethan
Sawyer (aka The College Essay Guy) will show you that there are only four (really, four!) types
of college admission essays. And all you have to do to figure out which type is best for you is
answer two simple questions: 1. Have you experienced significant challenges in your life? 2.
Do you know what you want to be or do in the future? With these questions providing the
building blocks for your essay, Sawyer guides you through the rest of the process, from
choosing a structure to revising your essay, and answers the big questions that have probably
been keeping you up at night: How do I brag in a way that doesn't sound like bragging? and
How do I make my essay, like, deep? Packed with tips, tricks, exercises, and sample essays
from real students who got into their dream schools, College Essay Essentials is the only
college essay guide to make this complicated process logical, simple, and (dare we say it?) a
little bit fun.

A new edition of a highly successful study skills books. The style and approach is
particularly suited to current student needs as the author stresses the importance
of adopting a positive response to study. The lively and enthusiastic tone, and the
practical advice on everything from planning revision to designing CVs gives this
book enormous appeal to all, from A-level to mature students.
Applying to medical school has become increasingly competitive, with greater
numbers of students applying every year. Applicants must take every available
opportunity to make themselves stand out amongst the competition if they want
to have a chance of getting into the school of their choice. Secrets of Success:
Getting into Medical School is written for all potential medical students and is
intended to guide applicants on making the right choices in choosing schools and
optimizing their performance in the application process.
The UK Clinical Aptitude Test (UKCAT) is a standardized test used as an
entrance examination for the majority of medical and dental schools in the UK. Its
purpose is to test the likely aptitude of a candidate for a clinical career. UKCAT
For Dummies provides readers with the review materials they need to score well
on the UKCAT and make medical school a reality, featuring: A proven UKCAT
preparation program with a five-year history of success Hundreds of a practice
questions and explanations Test-taking strategies that work Information and
advice on the entire application process from Drs. Chris Chopdar and Neel
Burton Go to dummies.com/go/UKCAT to see the latest on UKCAT
Want to give yourself the best chance of winning a place on a physio course?
Need help to enhance your personal statement? Need advice about work
experience? Getting into Physiotherapy Courses is the complete guide to
applying and winning a place on a physiotherapy degree course. If you need help
with your interview technique, or want more information about different physio
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courses this 6th edition is a step-by-step guide taking you through every stage of
the application process. Learn exactly what a physiotherapy course involves, so
you can decide if it is right for you, and how to enhance your personal statement
so you secure a place on your desired course, including: What A Levels to take
and which course to choose How to get work experience and how important it is
to your application How to complete the UCAS application process Practise
common physiotherapy interview questions and answers What you can do with
your physiotherapy degree Getting into Physiotherapy Courses gives you all the
course options, whether you want to study full-time or part-time, for a BSc or MSc
or get on an accelerated course. There's also advice if you need to apply via
UCAS or straight to the preferred university course. Guiding you from start to
finish through your application Getting into Physiotherapy Courses gives you the
best chance of success. Founded in 1973, MPW, a group of independent sixthform colleges, has one of the highest number of university placements each year
of any independent school in the UK and has developed considerable expertise
in the field of applications strategy. They author theGetting Intoguides which
explain the application procedures for many popular university subjects, as well
as the best-sellingHow To Complete Your UCAS Application.
Engineering degree courses open up a vast range of career options and stable
employment prospects. Featuring case studies from current students and insider
advice from admissions tutors, this guide gives students detailed advice on how
to secure a place on the course of their choice and what career paths are on offer
when they graduate.
The number one resource for UCAS Applications, newly revised for 2020. Getting
the UCAS personal statement right is probably the hardest part of your UCAS
application. You've never written anything like it before, and you've no idea how
to even begin? The Ultimate UCAS Personal Statement Guide gives you more
than 100 examples of great personal statements, covering every major subject
(and some minor ones too), so that you know what you're aiming for. Every
statement is analysed, helping you understand what makes a strong or weak
statement, as well a complete guide to writing your own, from opening sentence
to the finishing touches. Writing a great UCAS Personal Statement shouldn't be
have to be hard, and with the help of over a hundred successful applicants to top
universities, including Oxbridge, it won't be. With detailed, specific advice for
every subject and every kind of student, The Ultimate UCAS Personal Statement
Guide will help you get into your top choice university. Subjects covered include:
Medicine Veterinary Science Dentistry Biology Chemistry Physics Geology
Geography Engineering Computer Science Maths Law Classics Archaeology
Psychology English Modern Languages History Philosophy Economics Not
enough for you? You can visit the Uni Admissions website for even more
personal statement resources, as well as our top tips on admissions tests,
picking the right university, and much more
Have you ever wondered why you are who you are? Wondered if it was the
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working of a “maturing soul”, or some ultimate science gave birth to it all. Viola
Ho did, and this curiosity led her through colourful days of vibrant places,
intriguing people, Oxford University, and ultimately back home to Universiti
Malaya. In HOW I BECAME A PHYSICIST, Ho describes bits of her journey, on
the road towards becoming an experimental physicist.
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